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Background: The myocardial mass at risk (MMAR), representing volume of myocardium distal to culprit lesion, is important in predicting 
adverse cardiac event. However, non-invasive cardiac imaging fails to quantify MMAR in patients with stable coronary artery disease. 
We have developed a new software based on Voronoi method, calculating theoretical MMAR of designated coronary artery from cardiac 
computed tomography (CCT) data. Novel index, ratio of MMAR to whole left ventricular volume (CT-MMAR), calculated on the software 
might be a good index representing actual MMAR to left ventricular volume ratio (A-MMAR). This study aims to compare CT-MMAR with 
A-MMAR of left anterior descending artery (LAD) in swine hearts.
methods: 6 ex-vivo swine hearts were studied. Indian ink were selectively injected in LADs. The coronary arteries were imaged by 
enhanced CCT. Ventricles were cross sectioned at 5mm increment. Stained area in each slice was measured with ImageJ (National 
Institutes of Health, Maryland, USA) and A-MMAR was calculated with disc-summation method. CT-MMAR was calculated on the software 
and compared with A-MMAR.
results: The median value of CT-MMAR and A-MMAR were 48.3 [44.8-51.5] and 48.1 [42.2-52.1], respectively. There was a statistically 
significant correlation between CT-MMAR and A-MMAR (r=0.94, p=0.005).
conclusion:  This study revealed CT-MMAR as a promising non-invasive index for estimating perfusion volume with statistically significant 
agreement with actual MMAR in swine hearts.
 
